Abstract
I. INTRODUCTION
Accurate calculation of neutron and gamma-ray skyshine doses is a difficult computational challenge, especially at large distances from the source. To reduce the usually large computational effort of a full transport treatment, several simplified methods have been developed. These include single-scatter techniques, 1,2 graphical and tabular approaches, 3 moments-method calculations, 4 empirical dose formulas, [5] [6] [7] and methods based on empirical response0Green's functions. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Among the latter approaches, the use of line-beam response functions 14~L BRFs! has been applied to both gamma-photon and neutron skyshine problems and found to be accurate and computationally efficient. 12, 13, 15 Several computer codes based on this simplified technique are available. 10, 11, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] However, this approach requires that knowledge of the energy and directional dependence of the radiation entering the atmosphere first be known. Although the energy and directional spectrum of the actual source is usually known, that of the radiation escaping the shield or source containment is seldom known a priori since the material in and around the source changes the energy and direction of radiation escaping into the atmosphere. Methods based on the LBRF approach can correct only approximately for the energy and angular redistribution caused by a source containment. For example, empirical wall transmission factors 10, 11 or simple exponential attenuation with buildup factors 12, 17 have been used. However, both of these approaches neglect the redirection of radiation as it passes through the containment and, thus, can severely compromise the accuracy of the LBRF approach.
To properly account for the effect of the containment on the skyshine dose, hybrid methods have been developed. In such methods, a transport calculation is performed to obtain the energy and angular distribution of radiation escaping the containment. Then, this escaping radiation is treated as a bare point skyshine source whose resulting skyshine doses can be analyzed with the LBRF method. Previous hybrid analyses have used onedimensional discrete ordinates calculations to determine the energy and angular redistribution of radiation escaping a horizontal slab shield over the radiation source. 18, 21, 22 However, most source containments cannot be well modeled by a horizontal slab shield. For a more geometrically complex containment, the use of prescribed angular emission cones or directions has been proposed for the angular redirection of radiation escaping a spent-fuel storage cask. 23 In this technical note, a new hybrid approach is proposed that uses the MCNP Monte Carlo code 24 to *E-mail: jks@ksu.edu NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING: 136, 294-304~2000! determine the energy and angular distribution of radiation escaping a geometrically complex containment, under the assumption of symmetry about a vertical axis. With the escaping radiation used as an effective point skyshine source, an integral line-beam calculation can then be used to estimate the far-field skyshine dose at distances up to 2500 m from the skyshine source. For skyshine sources without azimuthal symmetry about the vertical, the proposed approach yields the azimuthally averaged skyshine dose.
II. THE HYBRID METHOD
The hybrid method described here is applicable to structures or facilities containing neutron or gamma-ray sources such that the radiation escaping into the atmosphere is azimuthally symmetric about a vertical axis through the source structure. The escaping radiation, however, can have arbitrary polar-angle and energy dependence. Such skyshine radiation sources are typical of spent-fuel storage casks or arrays of containers holding radioactive material. Even for facilities where azimuthal symmetry is not appropriate, this hybrid method can still be used to predict the azimuthally averaged skyshine doses.
In this method, a detailed Monte Carlo transport calculation is first used to determine the energy E and polarangle u dependence of the radiation escaping the source containment into the atmosphere. From this calculation, an effective point source of escaping radiation Z S~E, u! is estimated. Then, the computationally efficient integral line-beam method is used to transport radiation from this effective source to the distant location at which the skyshine dose is to be calculated.
Implicit in this two-step hybrid scheme is the assumption that the source containment structure has a negligible effect on the transport of radiation through the atmosphere; i.e., once radiation enters the atmosphere, it does not interact again with the source structure. With this assumption, the calculation of the energy and angular dependence of radiation escaping the source containment becomes independent of the subsequent transport of the radiation through the air. In most far-field skyshine calculations, the source and its containment have a negligible effect on the transport of the radiation through the air once the radiation has left the source structure. However, for near-field calculations, this assumption may not be valid.
II.A. Determining the Effective Point Skyshine Source
The first step in the simplified hybrid skyshine technique is to find the energy and angular distribution of radiation escaping into the atmosphere from the source containment. For almost all nuclear facilities or source containers from which radiation escapes, a near-field radiological analysis is almost always performed; i.e., the "contact" dose rates near the exterior surfaces are calculated. The transport of radiation through realistic containments usually requires a detailed transport analysis. Because the geometry of the source containment is usually too complex to be modeled with the simplistic geometries of deterministic transport theory codes, Monte Carlo techniques are usually needed for detailed analyses. Although Monte Carlo codes such as MCNP~Ref. 24! can treat complex material geometries, the high reduction factors designed into most source containments~e.g., spent-fuel storage or shipping casks! require computationally expensive efforts even when sophisticated biasing techniques are used to bias or "draw" particles through the containment structure. Determination of far-field skyshine doses by the same Monte Carlo methods is even more computationally difficult.
The proposed hybrid method requires a transport analysis that can be easily incorporated into a near-field analysis. Since the air exterior to a containment structure is of negligible importance in a near-field analysis, the air can be replaced by a void so that radiation escaping from the structure streams in straight lines from the structure. The soil beneath the air-ground interface is also replaced by a "perfect absorber" to suppress groundshine from contributing to the effective skyshine source. Then, by recording the frequency with which escaping radiation in G energy groups reaches a hemispherical surface~of large radius R centered in the source structure! between a set of J contiguous polar angles~conical annuli!, the energy and polar-angle dependence of the escaping radiation can be determined.
Specifically, if on the large-radius hemisphere, F j, g is the fluence of particles in the g'th energy group~E gϪ1 Ͻ E Յ E g ! and with a polar angle in the j 'th interval~u jϪ1 Ͻ u Յ u j !, the total 4p emission from a bare point isotropic source at the center of the hemisphere that would produce the same observed fluence is
. Determining the Skyshine Source with MCNP
It is relatively easy with the MCNP code to incorporate into a near-field analysis a tally from which the effective point skyshine sources can be calculated directly. One approach is to use an F1 tally~current integrated over a surface! on a sphere centered on the source structure and with a radius much larger than the size of the structure. For such a large tally sphere~e.g., radius of 10 4 m!, the spatial variation of where radiation escapes from the structure and begins streaming through the surrounding hemispherical void is negligible so that all particles are essentially normally incident on the tally sphere. Thus, the flow per unit area at any point on the spherical surface is essentially the same as the fluence. Further, by using energy binning~En card! and cosine segmentation ~Cn card! for the F1 tally, the fluence by energy group and polar-angle interval can be obtained.
The total flow F1 j, g of particles in the g'th energy group crossing the spherical tally surface between polar angles u jϪ1 and u j is related to the fluence F j, g of such particles by
where A j is the area on the tally sphere between polar angles u jϪ1 and u j ; namely, A j ϭ 2pR 2~v jϪ1 Ϫ v j ! with v j ϭ cos u j , where u j Ͻ u jϩ1 with u 0 ϭ 1.
Then, combining Eqs.~1! and~2!, the emission of the effective point skyshine source for particles in energy group g and polar-angle interval j, per actual source particle, is
where f j [ 4pR 2 0A j ϭ 20~v jϪ1 Ϫ v j !, the inverse of the fraction of the total spherical area in the polar-angle interval j. One final refinement for the MCNP calculation is to use the tally multiplier CM1 card to multiply the F1 tallies by f j so that the F1 tally calculates Z S j, g directly, thereby eliminating any postprogram processing. To implement this effective source calculation, the following MCNP input can be used:
FRV 0 0 Ϫ1 $ reference axis for cosines-negative z axis Cn1
$ multiply tally in cosine segment by 4pR 2 0A j En1
where n is the tally number and pl is the source particle type~N, P or N,P!. In this implementation, to make the v j ' monotonically increasing, the v j ' are the cosines of p Ϫ u j , i.e., the complement of the cosine of the conical polar angle with respect to the upward vertical. Thus,
II.B. Determining the Far-Field Skyshine Dose
The integral line-beam method for skyshine analysis is based on the availability of an LBRF ᑬ~d, E, f! that gives the dose, per source particle~photon or neutron!, at a distance d from a point-source emitting radiation of energy E into an infinite air medium at an angle f relative to the source-detector axis. The skyshine dose~or detector response! R~d ! arising from a collimated point source that emits Z S~E, V! dE dV particles with energies in dE about E into directions dV about V is found by integrating the LBRF over all source energies and over all emission directions allowed by the source collimation, namely, 12, 25 
The angular integration is over the 2p sr subtended by a hemisphere over the source, i.e., over all upward directions. Source radiation directed toward the air-ground interface is neglected. In the hybrid method, a spherical-polar coordinate system is used with the effective skyshine source at the origin and the polar axis directed vertically upward. Further, the source is assumed to be azimuthally symmetric, to emit radiation into G energy groups, and to be constant within each polar-angle interval. Specifically, in group g and conical interval j~u jϪ1 Յ u Ͻ u j !, Z S j, g particles are emitted isotropically with the group midpoint energy Z E g ; J polar-angle intervals are assumed with 0 ϭ u 0 Ͻ u 1 Ͻ u 2 Ͻ . . . Ͻ u J ϭ p02. Thus, the energy and angular dependence of the source can be represented as
With this coordinate system and source approximation, Eq.~4! reduces to
where v is the cosine of the polar angle u and the azimuthal angle c is defined with respect to the projection of the source-detector axis on the horizontal plane through the source. Here, v jϪ1 ϭ cos u j and v j ϭ cos u jϪ1 define the permissible range of the cosine of polar angles for particle emission in the j 'th conical interval. If the skyshine detector is located at an arbitrary vertical distance h d above the source elevation and at a radial distance x from the vertical~polar! axis through the source, the source-to-detector distance d is
The emission angle f for this geometry is given by 12 cos f ϭ sin u cos c cos z ϩ cos u sin z ,~8! where z ϭ tan Ϫ1~h d 0x!. Then, because of the assumed azimuthal symmetry of the source, Eq.~6! can be written as
where R~x! [ R~d ! is the skyshine dose a horizontal distance x from the source.
Finally, the integrals in Eq.~9! are readily evaluated numerically using standard Gaussian quadrature methods for both integrals. A code for performing the foregoing calculations is available from the World Wide Web. 20 The foregoing formulation, known as the integral linebeam method, is based on one key approximation, namely, that the ground may be replaced by a continuation of the air medium. For such an infinite air medium, the LBRF ᑬ depends on only three variables: the source-to-detector distance x, the source particle energy E, and the angle f between the particle emission direction and the sourcedetector axis. The neglect of the air-ground interface has proven to be quite reasonable for most gamma skyshine problems. 12, 26 However, for neutron sources, the ground tends to depress the neutron skyshine dose at large sourcedetector distances compared to the dose in an infinite air medium. At small source-detector distances, soil acts as a reflector compared to an infinite air medium and thus increases the neutron skyshine doses. 13, 27 In LBRF calculations of the neutron skyshine doses, ground correction factors~GCFs! can be incorporated to correct for the air-ground interface. 3, 13 Examples of the air-ground effect are presented later.
II.B.1. Approximation of the LBRF
An analytical approximation of the LBRF in an infinite air medium is used to evaluate efficiently the integrands in Eq.~9!. As originally proposed for the SKYSHINE code 9,10 and later confirmed by Shultis and Faw 15 ; Gui 27 ; and Gui, Shultis, and Faw, 28 the LBRF may be accurately approximated for gamma-ray sources, neutron sources, and secondary gamma-ray skyshine by the following three-parameter function:
where r is the air density in grams per cubic centimetre and r 0 is the reference air density~equal to 0.0012 g0cm 3 !. The parameters a, b, and c depend on the source particle energy E, the emission direction f, and the selected dose unit. Values of these parameters have been determined by fitting Eq.~10! to calculated values of the LBRF for a given source energy and emission direction. Several compilations of the parameters a, b, and c are available for photons, neutrons, and secondary photons produced by neutron interactions in the air. 14,28,29 By using a doubleinterpolation scheme, 15,27 the approximate LBRF can be made a continuous function of E and f as well as x.
Earlier compilations 10, 11 of parameters for the neutron and secondary gamma-ray LBRFs used the absorbed air dose to describe the LBRF. For gamma photons, the air-gray is a reasonable approximation for the tissuegray and thus the ambient dose equivalent. However, for neutrons, an air-absorbed dose, in the absence of energy spectral information, cannot be converted into doseequivalent units, which are needed for modern radiological assessments. Recently, Gui used the MCNP code to evaluate the LBRFs for neutrons and the neutron-induced secondary gamma radiation based on three modern doseequivalent units. 27 From his MCNP-calculated values of the LBRFs, Gui developed a comprehensive tabulation of the fit parameters for use with Eq.~10!, and it is this compilation that is used in the neutron calculations presented later. 14, 27, 28 The approximate neutron LBRFs~Ref. 14! used by SKYCONES 20 cover a range of neutron energies from 0.01 to 14 MeV and are generally valid for sourceto-detector distances out to 2500 m. The approximate gamma-ray LBRFs cover a range of photon energies from 0.02 to 100 MeV and are generally accurate for sourceto-detector distances out to ;3000 m for photon energies ,10 MeV. For photon energies between 10 and 100 MeV, the maximum range is ;1500 m.
II.B.2. Ground Correction Factors
An LBRF ᑬ~x, E, f! for an infinite air medium can be corrected for the air-ground interface by a multiplicative GCF~Refs. 3 and 13!. In general, the GCF depends on many problem parameters: distance x, source energy E, emission direction V~u, c!, and elevations of the source and detector above the air-ground interface. However, for conical beams about the vertical and for both the source and detector near~within several metres of ! the airground interface, the GCF is a function of only distance x, polar angle u, particle energy E, and the neutron dose unit.
Both gamma photons and neutrons are affected by the air-ground interface; however, the effect is generally quite small for gamma rays, and no GCF is needed. Neutron skyshine doses, by contrast, are more severely affected by the air-ground interface, and GCFs are provided by SKYCONES to account for its presence. Examples of skyshine doses with and without an air-ground interface are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 as calculated by SKYCONES and MCNP. Figure 1 shows that the skyshine doses from gamma sources are quite insensitive to the air-ground interface, and no attempt is made by SKYCONES to correct for the interface. However, Fig. 2 shows the air-ground interface depresses significantly the neutron skyshine dose at large source-detector distances.
In Fig. 2 , the SKYCONES-calculated values for the air-ground interface use the optional GCF as devised by Gui. 27 Gui found from his MCNP calculations that the conical beam GCF for the neutron skyshine dose could be represented by GCF~x, E, u! ϭ a ϩ bx ϩ cx ln x ϩ dx 1.5 ,~11! where the parameters a, b, c, and d depend on the neutron source energy E and the conical half-angle u.
II.B.3. Secondary-Photon Skyshine Doses for Neutron Sources
In some neutron skyshine calculations, the skyshine dose arising from secondary photons produced by neutron interactions in the air and ground may be of interest. However, this dose is usually more than an order of magnitude less than the neutron skyshine dose, except at distances .2000 m, and is usually ignored. For an infinite air medium, the neutron-induced secondary-photon skyshine dose is calculated by SKYCONES based on the approximation of Eq.~10! developed by Gui 27 for secondary photons. Figure 2 shows that the SKYCONES-calculated secondary-photon dose agrees well with the MCNPcalculated dose in an infinite air medium.
However, unlike the neutron skyshine dose, the secondary-photon skyshine dose depends sensitively on the soil composition when an air-ground interface is considered. Figure 2 shows that the soil can significantly raise the secondary-photon dose at distances near the source, although at levels still well below the primary neutron skyshine dose. At distances far from the source, the soil depresses the secondary-photon dose compared to that in an infinite air medium. At large distances~.2000 m!, the secondary-photon dose may even become greater than the primary neutron skyshine dose. For these extreme cases, the infinite-air secondary-photon dose is conservative~i.e., overpredicts the dose!. SKYCONES makes no attempt to correct the secondary-photon skyshine dose for the air-ground interface and calculates only the secondary-photon dose for an infinite air medium, even when optional GCFs are specified for neutron sources.
III. EXAMPLE CALCULATIONS
To demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed hybrid skyshine scheme, a spent-fuel storage cask was analyzed by a complete MCNP transport analysis and by the hybrid method. The cask is shown schematically in Fig. 3 . Three separate radiation sources were considered:
1. gamma photons from fission0activation products in the spent fuel 2. gamma photons from activation products in the bottom-and top-end fittings 3. neutrons from spontaneous fission of transuranic nuclides and~a, n! reactions.
The storage cask holds 68 fuel assemblies, each of which was assumed to have a 40 000 MWd0tonne average burnup with a 10-yr cooling time. The neutron and photon emission rates per assembly are given in Table I . Gamma~neutron! radiation emitted by the spent fuel was consigned to 10~12! axial zones along the fuel assemblies to account for uneven axial fuel burnup. Further details about source strengths, cask dimensions, and cask composition are reported elsewhere. 30 
III.A. MCNP Skyshine Calculations
A complete MCNP skyshine simulation of the storage cask resting on an infinite soil-air interface was performed. Symmetry about the cask axis was used and annular tally volumes at various radial distances centered 1 m above grade recorded radiation doses. Many cylindrical annular cells both inside and outside the cask were given importances that increased with distance from the cask axis to bias particle flow in the outward radial direction. Calculations were performed separately for the spent-fuel neutrons, fuel gamma photons, and activation photons from the end fittings and plenum. For each source, a simulation was performed with infinite air above the cask to obtain the total~direct-plus-skyshine-plusgroundshine! doses, and another simulation was made with the air above the cask replaced by a perfect absorber to obtain only the direct-plus-groundshine dose. The difference between these two calculated doses then yields the skyshine dose.
Results of these calculations are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. As expected, at distances greater than a few hundred metres from the cask, the total dose is dominated by the skyshine component. Close to the cask, however, the direct dose dominates, and the estimated skyshine component, obtained as the difference between two almost equal doses, has relatively large statistical uncertainties.
Because MCNP has been extensively verified from comparisons to results from experiments, analytical solutions, and other transport methods, [31] [32] [33] these MCNPderived skyshine doses for the test cask can then be used as benchmarks to test the capabilities of other simplified methods. Such comparisons are presented as follows for the hybrid method. 
III.B. Skyshine Hybrid Source Calculations
To calculate the energy and polar-angle dependence of the effective skyshine source, the MCNP cask model was placed on the horizontal air-ground interface, and a large spherical tally surface~with a 10 4 -m radius and centered on the cask axis at the air-ground interface! was placed around the cask. The air was replaced by a void. With the cosine-segmented F1 tally described in Sec. II.A.1, effective skyshine sources Z S j, g for the three primary physical sources were calculated. Nine cosine segments were used between polar angles 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 70, 80, 85, 88 , and 90 deg. To record only the radiation that left the cask in an upward direction, the ground was treated as a perfect absorber to eliminate any groundshine. The F1 tally also produced an energy group tally for the whole sphere~which is that for the upper hemisphere since no particles reached the hemisphere in the ground!. Thus, an effective 2p source~one conical segment between 0 and 90 deg!, Z S 2p, g , is also produced by each MCNP simulation.
The energy spectra of the effective 2p skyshine sources Z S 2p, g along with the physical source spectra in the cask are shown in Figs. 6, 7, and 8. Spectra for each of the nine segmented sources, although similar, do show some segment-to-segment variation. Also shown in Fig. 8 is the effective skyshine source spectrum for secondary photons produced by neutron interactions in the cask material. This secondary-photon source can be treated as a separate skyshine source and should be distinguished from the secondary photons produced by neutrons streaming through the air. In MCNP calculations, separation of these secondary components is usually not attempted, although with the hybrid method, the separate components are easily evaluated.
The polar-angular variation of the different effective skyshine sources, (gϭ1
, g , over all energy groups is shown in Fig. 9 . Except for photons from the end fittings and plenum, the other gamma-ray and neutron sources are seen to be preferentially peaked toward large conical angles; i.e., escaping radiation is more likely to leave the cask nearly horizontally than toward the zenith. 
III.C. Hybrid Skyshine Calculations
With the effective skyshine source strengths calculated by MCNP, the integral line-beam method was used to calculate the resulting skyshine doses at large distances from the cask. This LBRF calculation was performed with the SKYCONES code, 20 which can treat a set of multigroup, conically segmented, point, isotropic, neutron, or photon sources. This code estimates the skyshine doses for each conical segment and can sum the results for each segment.
Comparison of the hybrid results using nine conical segments and the MCNP results are shown in Fig. 10 for Fig. 7 . The 2p energy spectrum of gamma photons emitted by activation products in the end fittings~heavy line! and those that subsequently leak through the cask into the atmosphere~light line!. the two primary gamma-photon sources and in Fig. 11 for the neutron source. The agreement between the two methods is seen to be remarkably good. In Fig. 11 , the use of a GCF for the neutron skyshine dose produces only a small change compared to the dose without the GCF, but it is a change that does give better agreement with the MCNP results. Also shown in Fig. 11 are the skyshine doses~esti-mated by the hybrid method! produced from the secondary photons produced in the cask and in the air. Although the cask secondary-photon dose is insensitive to the soil being replaced by a continuation of the air in the LBRF method, the air secondary-photon dose depends sensitively on the soil composition~see Fig. 2!. Finally, in Fig. 12 , the effect is shown of using nine polar segments and a single 2p segment. For the neutron skyshine dose, both approximations give nearly the same result. However, the strong directional anisotropy of the fuel gamma photons requires a nine-segment hybrid analysis to produce good agreement with the MCNP results.
III.D. Calculational Considerations
The detailed MCNP far-field skyshine calculations for the foregoing spent-fuel storage cask example required ;7500 min of computing time on a 200-MHz personal computer. This time does not include the considerable MCNP calculations needed to develop the far-field models and the proper biasing needed to improve the scoring at distances up to 1000 m from the cask. Details of the MCNP models and the skyshine calculations are available. 30 By contrast, the hybrid method required 3700 min to obtain the effective skyshine source strengths, while the SKYCONES calculations of the far-field skyshine doses required ,1 min. Of course, if a near-field MCNP calculation is to be performed to obtain doses near the source structure, the determination of effective skyshine source strengths can be incorporated into such an analysis with little increase in computational effort. In this case, the far-field skyshine doses by the hybrid method can be obtained with negligible computational expense.
Although the foregoing example is for a single cask, an array of casks could be treated similarly by computing an effective point skyshine source for the array. However, it seldom is necessary to do so, and it is conservative to estimate the far-field skyshine dose from an array of casks as the sum of the skyshine doses produced by each cask individually. This is because radiation leaving a cask and contributing to the far-field skyshine dose usually is emitting in an upward direction and does not first interact with neighboring casks. Only for very closely packed arrays or arrays in which significant subcritical fission multiplication occurs is it necessary to consider caskcask interactions.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
A two-step hybrid method that uses MCNP to calculate the energy and angular dependence of radiation escaping a complex source containment and the integral line-beam method for subsequent skyshine calculations has been proposed and tested on a realistic skyshine problem. The agreement between the hybrid method and a full MCNP skyshine analysis is excellent. Moreover, the hybrid method requires only a small fraction of the computational expense needed for a complete MCNP skyshine analysis.
